WHAT IS SNAPFOOD?

SnapFood is a centralized mobile platform for all things food! Similar to many food-related social media accounts, you can rate and share meals you eat, and we'll use AI to gather info about them, whether it's the restaurant you ate at or the ingredients in the dish! You can also see what your friends are eating, and we'll also give you recommendations on what to order based on your personal preferences / dietary needs as well as what's popular!

STEPS

1. take pics of your food!
2. rate it!
3. upload! and we'll handle the rest!
4. see where/what others are eating! add them to your group!
5. get recommendations!
FEATURES

• Combines the best elements from food social media accounts on Instagram/Facebook with the advantages of a centralized platform like Yelp or TripAdvisor
• Uses AI and internet scraping to gather information about a dish you snapped a picture from: where you ate, the dish's ingredients, its price, when it's available, and special discounts
• Automates the boring tasks and lets the user focus on taking artful pictures and discovering new foods
• Add friends to your "group" to let the app find a restaurant you all might like
• Helps users with dietary restrictions find dishes they can eat
• Encourages exploration and trying new things
• The more foods you try, the better SnapFood will know your preferences!